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The Intemaﬁ Cezastitutian 0f the Stars.*
By PROF. A“ S‘ EDDL’GTON, MA” M.Sca, FREE.
we listehgd to the dense stars d'wmfso During the life of a star
a
proposal
from
the
President
of
the
there is presumably a graduai increase of den y
Aswaciation to bore a hoie in the crust of the
through contractizm, so Lha: these terms di "nguxsh
earth and discover thf‘: conditions; daep down
the earlier and iater stages «3f steﬂa‘: histulj,
It
below the surfar . This pmpossal may remind
appears that a star begins ﬁts effertive life as a glam
us that the most secret places 01’ Nature are, perhaps,
0f comparatively low tea saex‘ature-----a red» 0;“ M—type
not IO to the nth miies abeve our heads? but 10 miles
stare AS this diffuse mam.» of gas contracts; its tem»
below our feet In the last ﬁve years the outward
perature must rise, a conclusion long ago hoimed Gut
march of astronomical discovery has been rapid, and
by Homer Lane, The ﬁe continues until the star
thf‘. mo.cf r&mcie woﬂds are now scaz‘ceiy safe fmm
becomes :00 dense, and cases to behave as a perfecz
its inqu hon. By the work of H. Shapley the glcbh—
gas. A maximum tempen ture is attained? depem‘iing
Ear Clusters, which are fcsund tr: be at distances scarceiy
0n the mass, after which the star, which has now
dreamt of hitherto, have been iaxplored, and our know—
become a dwarf, cools and further :émtracts. Thus
iedge of them is in some resyects mere complete than
each temperaturmlevel is passed through tw , (mm
that: of the local aggregation of stars which includes
in an a nding and once in a desc€nding stag, A0808
the sun. Distance Sends n01; enchantment, but precias a giant, once as a dwarf. Temperature plavs $0
predominant a part in. the usual spectral class: matim
sion, to the view. Moreover? theoreticai researches of
Einstein and V‘v’ey'i make it pmbable that the space
that the ascending and descending stars were not ori—
which remains beyond is hot iilimitable; not merely
ginally discriminated, and the custcmary classiﬁcation
led to some perplexiﬁes‘. The separation of the two
the material universe, but, 3150 Space 2:56:1st perhaps
series was discavered thmugh their great difference in
ﬁnite; and the explarer must one day stay his con—
quering march for lack of fresh realms t0 invadeh
luminosity, panicularly striking 2n the case of the red
But today let us; turn our thaughts inwards to that
and yeﬁow stars, where tha two stages fall Wideiy
apart in the star’s history. The bloated giant has a
other region of mystery-----a regiun cut off by more
far larger surface than the compact dwarf, and gives
substantial hairiers, for, contrary :9 many anticipa—
correspondingly greater ﬁght;
The distinctien was
tions, even the discovery of the fourth dimens on has:
also revea‘ied by direct determinations of stellar densh
not enabied us; to gét at {he ihside of a body. Science
ties, which are passible 'm the case 01’ echpsing Vaﬁ'
has material and honvmateriai appliances to bore into
ahi‘es like Algal.
Finally, Ad ms and Kohlschhtter
the interim and 1 have chosen to devote this address
have set the seai on this discussion by showing that
to what may be described as analyticai boring devices
mabsit 0114821.!
there are actual. spectrﬂ diﬁerences between the ascending and descending stars at the same temperature—
The analytical appliance is; delicate at present? and,
level, Which are conspicuous enngh when they are
1 fear, wouid make little headway against the sshd
looked far.
crust of the ear: . instead of Eetting it blunt itseif
Perhaps we should 110': too hastﬂy assume that the
against the rocks, let us look round for shmething
directiun of evoiution is necessariiy in the order 0f
easier to penetrate. The sun? ‘Well, perhaps. Many
increasing density, in view of our ignorance. of the
have struggied to penetrate the mystery of the interior
origin of a star’s heat, to which I must allude later.
of the sun; but the di‘ﬁcuﬂties are great, for its; suhBut, at any rate, it is a great aEivzmce to have disenn
stauce is denser than water. It may not be quite so
tang’md what is the true order of ccn‘ninum ‘ increase 0f
bad as B'imn makes hut in “Love’s Labour’s Lost":
density, which was hidden by superficial r hmblances.
The heaven 5 glorious 5an
The giant stars. :‘Epresenting the ﬁrst haif of a
That win not he deep-search'd with saucy Jacks:
star’s lifﬁ, are taken as materia‘i for our ﬁrst boring
Sinai} have continua! ploddczs aver wen
Save hair: authority from others’ books,
xperiment. Probably" measured in time; this stage
Qr"€sp0r16.s t0 much less than half the life, for here
But 5': is; far better if we can deal 'Wiﬂ“: matter in that
ascent which is easy and the way dawn is
state L: awn as a perfect gas, Which charms away
long and slow, Let us try it) pitfure the conditions
difﬁcult s as by magic. Where shall it be faund?
inside a giant star. We need not dwell on the vast
A few years ago we should have been puzzEed to say
dimensions—a mace like that of the sun, but swollen
where, except perhaps in certain nebulae; but now it
to much greater voiume 0:1 accaun‘c 0f the 10‘. ' density,
is known +hat abundant material of this kind avaits often below that of our own atmosphere. It is: the
investigation. Stars; in a huh; gaseous state exist in
star as; 23 storehcuse of heat which esp ., ally engages;
great humbﬁrs, althﬁugh at ﬁrst sight they are : namely
our attention. In the hot bodies farmliar to us; the
to be discriminated from dense stars Elke our 3
Not
heat consists in the energy of motion of the ult; .ate
only 30, but the gaseuus stars are the most powerfui
pm‘ticies, ﬂying at great speeds hither and thither. 50‘
hght—givers, so that they force themselves on our
toomén the $151.5; a great store 01’ heat exists in this
attention. Many of the familiar stars are of this kind
farm; buta new feature arises. A large proportion.
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~-«AId£—:haran,

Canopus,

Arcturus,

Antares;

and

it

sameiimes more than half the tc-‘rai heat, consists of

wouhi be safe to say that three—quarters of the nakedu
eye stars are in this diffuse state. This remarkable
condition has been made known through the researches
of H. N, Russell (NATsz, voi. xciii‘, pp. 227‘ 252. 28:)
and E. Hertzspmng; the way in. which their conclusions, which r3: simmer to the prevaihng thaugzht m”
the time, have been substantiated on 3}! 836163 hykover-

imprisoned radiant energy
th‘smwaves :ravei‘iing in
ail ﬂirecﬁons trying to break ﬂimug'h the material
which ehcagm them. The star is like a sieve, which
can re
them oniv temporarily; hey are. iumed

progress in steliar astmrxomy.
The, diffuse gaseous stars are tailed giants, anti

leaks, and a steady stream permeates outwards. supplying thehght and heat which the star radiates a” round»
That some aethereai heat as; weli a< material heat
exists in anv hot hodv would naturally be admitted;
but the point on wmch we have here to Fay stress 3?

whelming evidence is the outstanding feature of recent

:Qpening a:vidrecs of the president 0‘ gection A (Mathenmﬁcal a d Phyxicai
bmencc) dehvcred at the Card“? meeting 02' the Bxizish Association on
August 24,

NO. 2653, VOL. :66]

asiﬂe, SL ttered‘ ahgm‘bad for a moment, anti ﬂung out

again in a new direation, An eiemem of energy'may
thread the maze fm- hundreds of wars before it attains
the freedom of outer space.
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that in the stars, particuierly in the giant stars, the
mtheteal portion
9 to an importance which quite
transcends our ordinary experience, $0: that we are (tent

fronted with a new type of prub‘iem. In a red-hot mass

of iron the zethereal energy constitutes less than a bi!lienth pet of the whole; but in the tussie between
matter and gather the mther gains a larger and larger
propertion of the energy as the temperature rises.
This Change in prepertiun is rapid, the mthereal energy
increasing vigorously as the feurth power of the temn
pet‘atuz’e, and the material energy roughly as the ﬁrst
powezx But even at the temperature at some mihiens
of degrees attained inside the stars there would still
remain a great disproportion; and it is the low ciensitv
of materiai, and accordingly the reducer} material energy
per unit volume in the giant stars, which wipes out the

last few powers of m.

In all the giant stars known

t0 LES: widely as they differ from (me another, the
conditions are just reached at which these twa va ~ieties
of heatenergy have attained a rough equality; at any
rate, one cannot be neglectedpompared With the (:ther
Theoreticahy there could be conditions in which the
disproportion was reversed and the aethereal far outweighed. the materia! energy; but we 010 not ﬁnd them
in the stars.
it is as though the stars had been
measured out-----that their sizes had been determined~
with a view to this balance of pewer; and one cannot
refrain tram attributing to this condition a deep signi~
ﬁeance in the evolution of the cosmos; into aseparate
stars:

Tc- z'ecapituiate.

-

‘We are acquainted with heat in

twe forms—the energy of metiota of material atoms
and. the ex ,rgy 0f gather waves. In famiher hot bodies
the second form exists oniy in insigniﬁcant quantities.

in the giant stars the two forms are present in more

or less equal proportions. That is the new feature of
the problem"
Or: acceunt of this new aspect of the problem the
ﬁrst attempts to penetrate the interior of a star are
now seen to need correction. 1:1 saying this we do not
depreciate the great importance 9f the early researches
of Lane, Ritter, Emden, and others, which not only
pointed the way for us t0 foiiow, but also achieved eonClusitms of permanent value. One of the ﬁrst questions
they had to consider was; by what means the heat
radiated ihte space was brought up to the surface fmm
the 10w Ievei where it was stared. They imagined a
bodily transfer of the hat material t0 the surface by
currents at convection, as in our own atmosphere.
But actually the problem is, not how the heat can be

brought to the surface, but how the heat in the interior

can be held back suﬁcientlywhew it can be hatred in
and the leakage reduced to the comparatively smali
radiation emitted by the st( rs. Smaller bodies have to
manufacture the radiant heat which they emit hving
from hzmd to mouth; the giant stars, merely leak
radiant heat from their store. I have put that much
tee crudely; but perhaps it suggests the genera‘; idea.
The recognition of zethereai energy necessitates a
twefold. moﬂiﬁeation in the calculations. In the ﬁrst
phase. it abolishes the suppesecl convection currents;
and the vae of equihhrium is that known as radiative
instead of convective. This Change was ﬁrst suggested
by R. A. Sampsen sn- iong age as 18-94, The detailed
theorv of radiative equiﬁihrium is particularly asso-

ciated with K. Schwarzschild, who apnhed it to the
sun’s atmosphere. It is perhaps; still an tain whether

it heids Strictiy for the attncaspheric layers, but the
arguments fot' its vaiidity in the interior of a star are
far mere cogent. Secondly. the (mtﬂm'ing stream of
mtherea‘: energy is powerful enough to exert a direct
mechanical effect or: the equilibrium SE a star. It is
83 though a strong wind were rushing outwarﬁs. In
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act, we may fairly say that the stream of radiant
nergy is a wind; for though gather waves are not
usually classed as material, they have the chief mech~
anical properties of matter, viz. mass and momentum.
This wind distends the star and relieves the pressure
en the inner parts. The pressure on the gas in the
interior is not the {uh weight of the superhxcumhent
eelumnss, because that Weight is partially home by the
force of the escaping gether waves heating their way
out. This 1’ “ee of radiation—pressum, as it is called,
makes an important difference in the formulatitm at
t Re conditions for equilibrium of a star.
Having revised the theoreticaﬁ investigations; in
accordance with these considerations (Asirophysiwl
journal, vol. xlviii., p. 205), we are in a posi km to
deduce same deﬁnite numericai results, On the 0bser~
vational side we have feiriy satisfactory knowledge of
the masses and densities of the stars and of the tote!
radiation emitted by them; this knewledge 15 partly
individual and partly statistical. The t1 , retical
analysis connects these observational data (m the one
hand with thephysica} properties of the material inside
the star on the. other” We can thus ﬁnd certain
information as to the innet material, as though we had
actually bated a hole. Se far as can be judged, there
are. only twc- physieal properties of the materi 1 which
can concern us-—31ways provided that it is, sufﬁciently
rareﬁed to behave as a perfect gas-----xﬁx. the average
moiecular weight and the transparency 0r permeahi ..

I?) v-h
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to radiant energy,

In connecting these two unknowns

with the qxantities given directly by astronomical c-hu
servatien we depend entirety on the weil-ytried principles of conservatism of mementum tmd the secom‘i
law of thermedynamics. If any element of speculatien
remains in this method of inv:stigation, I think it is
no more than is ihseparabie from every kind of theoretical advance,
We have, then, on one side the mass, deneity,
and outgut of heat, quantities as to which we have
observational} knowiedge; cm the other side, molecular
weight and transparency, quantities which we want to
discotverq
Tc- ﬁnd the transparency 0f stellar material t0 the
radiation traversing it is of particular interest, because
it” links on this astronomical inquiry to physical inves~

tigatiens now being carried on in the laboratory, and
t0 same extent it extends those investigations te condi—

tions unattainable on the earth. At high temperatures
the xrther waves are mainly of very short wave-Iength.
and in the st: rs we are dealing mainly with radiation
of tv‘aveJength 3 t0 3o Angstrﬁm units, which might
be described as very soft X—mys. it is interesting,
therefore, to compare the results with the ahsorptioza
0f the harder X—rayg ealt with by physicists. To
obtaiﬁ an exact measure of this ahserptitm in the stars
we have to assume a value of the molecular weight;
but fortunately the extreme range possible fer the
molecular weight gives thirty narrow limits for the
ahsorptien. The average weight of the ultimate independent particles in a star is probahiy rather low,

because in the mnditiens prevailing there the atoms

would he ‘stmng‘iy ionised; that is to say, many of the
outer electmns of the system of the atem ‘woulﬁ be
broken off; and as each of these free electrons counts

as an independent molecule fer present purposes,
this; brings down the average weight. In the extreme
case (prohahiy not reached it: a star) when the whoie

of the eiectre’ns outside the nucleus are detached. the

average. weight comes down to about 2, whatever the

material, because the number of eiectrons is about haif

the atomic weight for at} the e?emehts (except hydra}
gen). We mav, then, safeiy take 2 as the extreme
lower limit. For an upper limit we mightperhaps take

© 1920 Nature Publishing Group

200; but to amid controversy we shall be genet'c-us
and merely assume that the molecular weight is not
greater than-----infinity. Here is the result 2——

For moiecular weight 2, massucoeﬂicient 01‘ emery)-

tiOﬂ=I0 C.G.S. units.
For molecular weight 6», massa—coeficiem 0f ah~
serption: 30 (2.6.5. uni s:
The true value 1 then y must be between 10 and Km.
3
Partly from thermodynamical c0hsmhn’attiens3 and
partly from further comparisons of astronomical
nbservation with theory, the. most likely value. seems
ts) be about 35 C.G.S., units§ corresponding to mole—
cular weight 35.
Now this is of the same order of magnitude as; the
absorption at X-x’ays "measured in the laboratory. I
think the result is ir itself of some interest, that in
such widely diﬁerent investigations we should 3&pmach the same kind c-f value of the opacity of matter
te radiation. The penetrating power of the radiation
in the star is much like that of .Xways; more than hatf
is absorbed in a path of 20 cm" at atmospheric density, Iheidentaiiy, this very high opacity explains why
a star: is SO nearly heatwtight, and can store vast
supplies of heat with comparatively little leakage.
Se far this agrees with what might have been auti-

cipated; but there is another conclusion which physi~
Cists would probah‘ay not have foreseen. The giant

series cmhprises stars differng widely in their densities
and temperatures, these at one end of the series being
on the average aheut ten times hotter throughout than

these at the other end.

3" ‘ q .t ‘_ .

memhem a2:3 19:20'
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By the present investigation

we can compare directly the opacity 0f the hottest
stars with that of the coolest. The rather surpris—
ing result emerges that the opacity is the same for all;

at any rate$ there is no difference large enough for us

to detect“ There seems; he mom for dtmht that at
them high temperatures the ahsorptiGn-coeﬁicient is
approaching a limiting value, so that over a wide
range it remains; ?ractically constant. W'ith regard in
this constancy, it is to be noted that the temperature
is concerned twice over; it determines the character
and wavelength of the radiation to be absorbed, as
weil as the physical conditizm (2f the material which is
absorbing. From the experimental knowledge of Xarays
we should have expected the absorptien t0 vary very
rapidly with the waveulength, and therefore with the
temperature.
It is surprising, therefore, to ﬁmi a
nearly constant value

The resuit h ‘mes a little less mysterious when we
censider mere classely the nature of absorption. Ah
serptioh is not a continuous process, and after an atom
has: absorbed its quantum it is put out of action for a
time until it can recover its origin?“ state” We know
very httie of what determines the rate of recevery 0f
the atom, but it seems clear that there is a limit ta)
the amount :3)? absorption that can be perfermed by
an atom in a given time. ‘When that limit is reached
310 increase in the intensity of the incident radiation
will tend te- any more absorption. There is, in fact, a
saturatian effect; In the iahoratory experiments the
radiation used is extremely weak; the atom is practh
cahy never caught unprepared, and the absorption is
proportional t the incident radiatinn. But in the stars
the tadiation is very intense anti the saturation efi'ect

carries in”

Even granting that the prohiem of absorption in the
stars invelves this saturation effect, which (ices not
affect iaheratery experiments, it is not very easy to
understand theoretically how the vaﬁous conditions

mmbine to give a constant absorption—coefﬁctent inde

pendent of temperature and wavelength.
astrnnomical resuits seem, mndusive.

But the

Perhaps the

most hepefui Suggesti’tm is; one made to me a few
years age by C. G. Eark'ia. He suggested that the

NO. 2653, VOL. :06]

opacity 0f the stars may depend mainly en scatteying
rather than 011 title atemic absorption. in that case
the. constancy has a simpie explanatian, fer it is
known that the coefﬁcient of so tteting (unlike true
absorption) approaches a definite tonstant vaiue for

radiation of short wavelength.

’1 he. value, moreover,

is independent of the material. t7'L1x'the2‘, "uttering is
a continuous process, and there is no likelihood at any
saturation ehect; thus for very intense streams of
radiation its

'aiue is mairatained, whiist the true ab

sorption may sink to eemparative insigniﬁcanee, The
difficulty in this suggestloﬁ is a numerical discrepancy
between the known theoretical scattering and the

values already given as deduced tram the stars.

The

theoreticai eeeﬁicient is only 0.2 compared wi h the

Ohmrved value :0 to 130.

Barkia further pointed out

that the waves here concerned are net short ezsough tegive the idea] coefﬁcient; they wmsid be scattered more
powerfuhy, because under their inﬂuence the electrons
in any atom weuid 2:11 vibrate in the same phase
inastead of in haphazard phas
This might help to
britige the gap, but not suﬁicwntlyt it must he remembez‘ed that many 0E the electrons have broken
loose from the atom and do not contribute to the
increase.‘ Making ail ahowatmes for uncertainties in
the data, it seems Cheat- that the astronomical opacity
is: deﬁnitely higher than the theoretical scattering.
Very recentty, however, a new possibility has opened
up whictt may possibly effect a recencihation. Later
in the address I shall refer to it again.
Astronomers must watch with deeg interest the
investigations of these short waves, which are being
pm”? est in the laboratory, as we“ as the study of the
ions; 01' ion tion by hath expex
nta] and
theoretical phys cs, and I am glad ef this (appertunity
of bringing before these Whi) deal with these preblems
he aStronomical bearing of their work.
I can ahude oraly very brieﬂy 't0 the purely astro—
nomical r'esuits which foliow from this investigation
(Monthly Notices, v03. htxviiq pp. 16, 596; vol. Exxixe,
p. 2); it is here that the best opportunity occurs for
a:heclting the hem}! by mmparison with observation,
and far ﬁnding (mt in what respects it may be deﬁcient.
Unfortunately, the observaticrnal date are
generaliy not very precise, and the test is not so strin—
gent as we ceuﬁd Wish. It tums out that (the opacity

being constant) the. total radiation of a giant star

should be a functien of its mass only, independent of
its temperature or state of diffuseness.
The total
radiaticm (which is measured roughly by the lumin—
osity) of any one star thus remains constant during
the whale giant stage of its history. This agrees with
the fundamentai feature, pointed out by Russeli in
introducing the giant and dwarf hypathesis, that giant
stars of every spectra} type have nearly the same
luminosity“ From the range of luminosity of these

Stars it. is now possible to ﬁnd their range of ma .

The ma 3 are remarkably alike~a fact already sug—
gested by wcrk on double stares. Limits of mass in the
ratia 3 :1 would cover the great majority 0f the giant
stare;
Somewhat tentative‘xy we are able to eitend’

the investigation to dwarf stars, taking account at the
deviations 0f dense gas fmm the ideal laws and using
cur own sun to supply a determination of the unknown
censtant inveiveri. 'We can ealcu‘iate the maximum
temperature reached by different masses; for example,
a star must have at least 3% the mass 01' the sun in
erder to reach the lewest spectral type, M; and in
order to reach the hottest type, B, it muet he at least
2% times as massive as the sun.
Happily for the

,1 E.g-. {or iron non‘ionised the theoreticai scattering is 52'», against an
astmnamica‘l value no.
Hf 16 eiertmns {2 rings} are broken off. the
theoretical coefﬁcient is 'e, against an astronomical vaiue 33:. For different
assumptions 35 t0 ionisation the values chase one another, hm sauna: he
brought within reasonable range,

© 1920 Nature Publishing Group
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theory, i1") star has yet been found with a mass less
than 1 0f the Sun’s; and it is a weii-khown fac‘, dis—
covered from the study of spectroscopic binaries,
that the imasses of the .8 stars are iarge compared
with those of other types. Again, it is possible to
csiicu‘iate the difference of brightness of the giant and
dwarf are; of type M, he. at the beginning and end
of their career; the result agrees Clese‘iy with the
observed. difference. In the case of a ciass of variable
stars in which the light changes seem to depend on a
mechanical pulsation 0f the star§ the knowledge we
have obtained 0f the internal canditiehs enables us to
predict the period of puieation within narrow limits.
For example, for .8 Cephei, the best—known star of this
kind, the theoretical period is between four and ten
days, and the actual period ie 5% days. Corresponding
agreement is found in all the other cases tested.
Our observaiianai knowledge of the things here
discussed is chieﬂy of a rather vague kind, and we cam
scarcely claim more than a g‘nerai agr‘eeiiient 0f
theory and observation. ‘1th we have been ab‘ie to
do in the way of tests is to offer the, theory a com
siderabie number 0f opportunitiis to “make a fooi of
itself,” and. 3-.) far it has not {alien into 0111‘ traps.
When the theory tells us; that a star having the mass
of the sun will at one stage in its career reach a maximum effective temperature of 900:3" (the sun’s effective
temgjerature being 6000:) we cannot do much in the
way of checking it; but an erroneous theory might
wei‘i have said that the maximum temgierature was
20,0000 (hotter than any known star , in which case we
shmﬁd have detected its error. If we cannm‘; feel chm
ﬁdent that the answers of the them‘y are true, it must
be admitted that it has shown some discretion in i‘ring

without being found out.

it would not be surprising: if individual stars occa—
siehaiiy ﬁepart considerably from the calculated
results“ because at present no serious attempt has been
made to take into account. rotation, which may modify
the conditions when sufficiently rapid. That appears
to be the next step needed for a more exact study of
the? question.

E’mbably the greatest need of steiiar astmnemy at

the present day, in order to make sure that (11.11" theereticai deductiong are starting on the right lines‘ is
some means of measuring the apparent angular diau
meters 01' stars.
At present we can caicuiate them
agipmximately from theory, but there is: no observau
timmi check. ‘We believe we know with fair accuracy
the apparent surface bright :5 corresponding to each
spectra} t rie; then . ii that is necessary is m divide the
fatal 3p [rent brightness: by this surface brightness,
and the result is the angular area subtended. by the
star. The unknown distance is; net invoived, because
surface brightness is independent of distance. Thus;
the estimation of the ahguiar diameter of any star
seems to‘ be a very simpie matter. For instance the
star with the greatest apparent Liameter is almost
certainly Beteigeuse, diameter 0051”.
Next to it
comes Antares, 0-043”. Other examples are Aideharah
@022”, A1" turns 0-020”. Pollux 0.013,”. Sirius comes
rather iow down with diameter @007”. The following
tabie may he of interest as showing the angular diameters expected for stars; of varieus types and Visual
magnitudes :-Vis. Mag.
m

Probable Angular Diameters of Stars.
A
,1

F

II

G
1/

K

u

M
u

on

0003.1

doom

0ng

o-czzg

0'0859

4: ”o

oeuog

0‘0009

0-0016

0‘0035

00236

2m

o‘ong

0-0022

01303:;

00087

9-0342

However ccmtidentiy we may believe in these values,

it wouid he an immense advantage to have this ﬁrst
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step in our deductions placed beyond doubt.

ii the

direct measurement, of these diameters could be ,made

with any accuracy it would make a wonderfully rapid
advance in our knowledge. The hrospects- of accgnn
piiehing some part 02’ this task are now quite hopetui.
We have learnt with great interest this year that wgm
is being carried out by interferemeier methods With
the ioo-iri. reﬂector 31‘ Mount; Wilson, and the results
are most promising, At present the method has been
amiiied Oniy to measuring the. sepai’at m 01' c105
double stars, but there seems to he no deubt that an
angular diameter of 005” is weii within reach. AL
though the great mirror is used fer cemehiehee, the
interferometer method dues hat in principle require
great apenures, but rather two sma‘ii apertures widely
separated, as in 5 rangemﬁnder. Pref. Hale has stated,
moreover, that: successful results were. obtained an
nights of poor seeing. Perhaps it would be unsafe to
assume that “poor seeing ” at Mount Wilson means;
quite. the same thing as it does for us, and I anticipate
that atmospheric disturbance wiii iiltimatety set the
limit to what can be accomplished. But even if we
have to send speciai expeditions to‘ the top (if one 9f
the highest mountains in the world7 the atiack on this
far-reaching problem must not he aiiowed to ianguish.
E spoke earlier of the radiatioriupressure exerted by
the eutﬂawing heat, which has an impertant effect
on the ‘éiquiiibizium of a star, it is quite easy to wicmlate what proportimn 0f the weight of the materiai is
supported in this way; it depends on neither the dffi‘i—
sity nor the opacity but soiely (m the star’s total mass
and on the moiecuiar weight. No astronomical data
are needed; tie calcuiatiori involves oniy fundamental
physical constants I'eutid by laboratory researches.
Here are the ﬁgures. first for average moiecuiar weight

30 :»—

For mass gxsun, fraction of weight supported by
radiation—pz‘essure -~ 0044‘
For mass 5 / sun, fractiim ef weight supported by
radiation-pregsure=0-457.
For moiecuiar weight 5-0 the carresponding fractimis
are @182 and 0-645.
The molecular weight can scareeiy g0 beyond {his
mike u and ?er the conciusiehs I am about, to draw it
does: not much matter which limit we take, Probably

go per cent. 01’ the giant stars have masses between

é and 5 times the sun’s; and we see that this is; just
the rarige in which radiatiempressure risee from unim—
portanc‘e to importance. It seems clear that a giabe
of gas of Larger mass, in which radiaticm-pressure and
gravitatiﬁn are nearly balancing weuid be iikeiy to
he unstable. The coridtion may not be strictiy um
stable in itself, but a small rotation 0r perturbation
would make it so. It may therefore he conjeetm'ed
that, if nebulous materiai began to concei'itmte into
a mass much greater than ﬁve times the sun’s, it.
weuid probah‘iy break up.i and con mum in redivide
until more stable masses resulted. Above the upper
limit the chances of survival are email; when the lower
limit is approached the danger has practically disappeared. and there is little likelihood of any further
hreaking-up. Thus ihe ﬁnal masses are left distri—
buted almost entirely between the limits given. To put
the matter slightly differently“ we are able to predict
from denerai principies ,, t the materiai of the stellar
universe will aggregate primariiy into masses chieﬂy

iying between to” and 10“ grams; and this is just the

2 As an iiiustration of these limits. iron has 95 cuter electrons; if :1;
break awnv the average: moi
iar wci 1 is 5'. if :8 break away the: moiecuiar weight is 3. Eggert (i’izyx. Zcz'ix., 1919, p. 570) has suggested ‘03?
thermadvnamicai reasoning that in most. eaﬁes the two outer ringe' (16
eiemroné} would break away in the stars.

The cmripar‘son of theory and

oiieervatinn for :11: dwavf stars also points to a moiecu'zar weight a little
greater than 34
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magnituﬁe 0f the masses of the stars accsrdirig i0
astrmiomical observation.“
This study of the radiation and internai conditions
of a star brings i0rward very pressingly a problem
often debated in this Section; What is the source of
the heat which the sun and stars are continualiy

kind, generaily with a pried 015 a‘ few days“ This light
change is not due t0 eclipse. Morecwez', the colour
quality of the iight changes between maximum and
minimum, evidently pointing to a periwdic change in
the physical sendition 0f the star.
Although these
objects were f0r‘mer‘iy thought to be double stars. it

-----that it is shtained from the gravitationai energy con—
verted as t is star steadily cantracts. But almost as
unanimously this answer is ignored in its practical
csnsequencesa Lm'd Kelvin showed that t is hypm
thesis, due to Heimhoitz? necessarily dates he birth
of the sun shout 20,000,000 years ago; and he made
strenuous effurts to inducegeoiegists and biologists to
accommodate their (ix? hands to this timescale. i do
not think they proved altogether tractable. But it. is
among his own colleagues, physicists and astronomers,
that the mast outrageous violaiiens of this limit have
prevailed, I need only refer to Sir George Darwin‘s
theory of the earth—moon system, to the present Lord
Rayleigh’s determination of the age of terrestrial rocks
from accluded heiium, and t0 ah modem discussions
of the statistical equilibrium of the stellar svstem. No
one seems to have any hesitation, if it. suits him, in
carrying hack the histaty of the earth hang before the
supposed date of formation of the solar system; and,
in some cases at least, this appears to be just. ied by
experimental evidence which it is difficult to dispute.
Lord Keivin’s date at the area ion of the sun is treated
with no more respect than Archbishop Ussher"s.
The serious consequenoes of this c0htracti0n hypo.thesis are particuiariy prominent in the case 0f giant
stars, for the giarits are proﬁigai with their heat and
radiate at least a hundred times as fast as the sun.
The suppiy 0f energy which suiﬁces to maintain the
sun for 10,000,000 years would he squandered by a
giant star in less than 100,000 yeai‘x The whole evo.
lution in the giant stage would. have to he very rapid.
In 18,000 years at the most a typical star must pass
from the initial N stage to type G. 10 80,000 years
it has reached type A near the top 0f the scale? and
is about to start on the dawnward path. Even these
ﬁgures are probahiy verv much overeatimzated.‘ Most
0f the naked-eye stars are stiii in the giant stage.
Dare we heii-eve that hey were ail formed within the
iast 80,000 years? The teiescope reveais :0 as objects
remote not 0niy in distance, but also in time. ‘We
can tum it on a globular cluster and hehoid what was

the spectroscopic evidence. There is, in fact, no rosin
for the hyphthetical C(Bmpanion star; the orbit is so
smaii that we shauid have to place it inside the. principai stain Everything poi ts to the period of the Eight
pulsaticm being something intrinsic in the star; and
the hypothesis advocated by 15>"ha1pieyg that it represents
a mechanical pulsation 0f the star, seems to he the
mhst plausible. I have ahead}! mentioned that the
observed period do is, in fact, agree with the caicuiated
period Of mechanical puisstion, so that the puisatioh
explanation survives one fairly stringent test.
But
whatever the cause 01’ the variability, whether pulsa—
tion or rotation, pi'svided oniy that it is intrinsic in the
star, and, not forced from outside, the density must he
the leading factor in determining the period. If the
star is contracting 50 that its density changes appre_
ciahly, the period cannot remain constant: Now, on
the contraction hyputhesis the change 0:” density must
amount to at least I per cent. in forty years. (i give
the figures for 3 Cephei, the best-knhwn variable of
this class.)- The corresggondihg change of period should
be very easily detectable.”
For 8 Cephei the peritjd
ought t0 decmase 40 seconds ahiiuaiiy.
Now 3 Cephei has been under careful observatic-n
since 1785, and it is known that the change of period,
if any, must be very small.
S. Chandier found a
decrease of perihd of 915 second per annum, and in a
recent investigation E. Hertzspruug has found a
decrease at 3%)- second per annum. The evidence that.
there is any decrease at all tests almost entirely on
the earliest obs rvations made before 1800, so that it is
not very certain; but in any case the evoiutisn is pro“
seeding at not more than 3573- of the rate required by
the contraction hypothesis. There must at this stage
of the evshiiion 0f the star be some at zer source of
energy which prolongs the life of the star 400nf01d.
The time-sca’ie so enlarged wouid sufﬁce for practically

squandering? The answer given is almost unanimous

passing zo‘ooa, 50,000, even 20a,ooo years ago

min

fortunateiy hot ail in the same cluster, but in different
clusters representing different epcchs 0f the past, As
Shapiey has pointed out, the verdict appears to he
" no change.” This is perhaps not concluSi 9.. because

it does not inﬂow that individuai stars have suffered no

zzhange in the interval; but it is difﬁcult to resist the
impr ' n that the evolution 01" the stellar universe
proceeds at a slaw, maiestic pace? with respect t0
which these perisds of time are insigniﬁcant.
There is amather time 0? astronomicai evidence which
appears tc- shew more deﬁnitely that the evoiution 0f
the stars proceeds far more slowly than the contraction
hypothesis allows; and perhaps it may uhimateiy
enahie us :0 measure the true rate of progress” There
are certain stars, known ,as Cepheid variables, which
undergo a reguiar ﬂuctuation of Eight of a characteristic
3 Ry admitting? Diausi‘oie ass!
ions closer limits could be drawn.
Taking the molecular weight
5. and assuming that the most
~ticai
condition is when t of gravitﬁio
coa (erhaianced (by analogy '
case of wt ting spheroids, in which c
ifngai foresaw uses gravitation
and createsi st' iiity)? we ﬁnd that the critical ma
<
'
‘
the sun, and stellar masses may he Expected to c
s eiy round this
\‘aiue.
4 i have tuken the ratio 0f speciﬁc heats at the extreme possihie vahzm 5;;
that is :0 say. no aiiowance has been made 9‘ r the energy needed for ianisaw

tion and imemal vikratisns of the atoms, which makesra further call on the
scanty supply avaiiahle.
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now seems clear that this was a misinterpretation of

all t’ éason‘ahie demands.

1 hope the dilemma is piainn Either we must admit
that whilst the density changes I per cent. a certain
peried intrinsic its the star can change no more than
3%- m’ I per cent, or we must give up the contraction
hypnthesis.
it the cantraction theory were proposed tOJ‘iaV as a
novel hypc-thesis 1 do not think it would s nc‘l thf‘:
smaliest chance at acceptance, From aii sides-----bit»
logy, geology, physics, astmnomy~it would he
objected that the suggested staurce of energy was hope]essiy inadequate to provide the heat spent during the
necessary time of evohition; and,, 50 fat as it is p05»
sibie to interpret observational evidence conﬁdently, the
theory vouid he held m be negatived zit finitely. Oniy
the inertia of tradition keeps the contractiun hypathesis
ahva—«vor, rather, not ai've, but an unburied corpse.

But if we decide to inter the corpse, let us h'ankiy

recognise the position in Which we are ieft. A star is

drawing on some vast reservnir of energy by means
unknown to us. This reservoir can scarcely be other
than the subatomic «energy which. it is known, exists
abundantly in. aii matter; we sgmetimes dveam that
man Will one day ieam haw to release it and use it
for his service. The store is W‘siiuhigh inexhaustible,
if oniy it could be tapped“ There is sufﬁcient in the
sun to maintain its outwit 0f heat for 1;; hi1 ion years.
Certain physical investigations in the past year,
which I hope we may hear about at this meeting,
make it probable t0 my mind that s0me portion sf this
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sabatomic energy is actually being set free in the

stars F. W. Aston’s experiments seem to leave no
room for doubt that all the eiements are constituted
tout of hydrogen atoms bound together with negative
electrons.
the nucleus 0f the helium atom, for
example, consists of four hydrogen atoms bmmd with
two eiectmns. But Aston has further shown con"
dusively that the mass of the helium atom is Less
than the sum of the masses of the four hydrogen
atoms which enter into it; and in this, at any rate,
the chemists agree with him. There is a loss st mass
in the synthesis amounting to ahuut 1 part in 12:0,
the atomic weight 01' hydrogen beimg 1-0-38 and that at
helium just 4. I will not dweli on his beautiful proof
of this, as you will, no doubt, he abte to hear it from
himself. Nov mass cannot: be annihilated, and the
deﬁcit can only represent the mass of the ieiectricai
energy set free in the transmutation. ‘yVe can there-~
fore at once calculate the quantity of energy liberated
when helium is made taut of hydrtsgen, If 5 per cent.
of a star’s mass consists initiaiiy of hydmgen atoms;
which are gradually being combined to form mare
mmplex elements, the total heat liberated will more
than sufﬁce for our demands, and we need 100k no
further fat the source of a star’s energy.
But is it passibie to admit that such a transmutatim is occurring? it is difﬁcult to assert9 but perhaps

more difﬁtult to deny, that this is going on.

Sir

Ernest Ruth rior'd has recently been breaking down
the atoms of oxyV
and nitrogen, driving (mt an
isotape 0f helium {mm them; and what is possible in
the Cavendish Laboratory may not be too difﬁcuit in
the sun. I think that the suspicion has been generally entertained that. the stars ate the crucibles in
which the lighter atoms which abound in the nehuias
are campeunded into more complex elements. In the
stars matter has its preliminary bte 'ing to prepare
the mater variety of elements which are needed far a

word of life”

The radionactive elements must have

been formed at 11-3 very distant date; and their syn—
thesis, unlike the generation of helium from hydrogen,
is enciathermic. If combinations
requiring "the
stiditisn of enstgy can occur in the stars, comm

binations which liberate energy ought not, to be

impossible:
We. need not hittd ourselves to the fsrmation of
helium from hydrogen as the. sole reaction which sup—
plies the energy, although it wsuid seem that the
further stages in building up the eiements involve
much less liberation, and ssmetimes even absorption,
of energy it is a questihn of accurate measurement

of the deviations of atamic weights from integers, and

up to the present hydrogen is the only taiement for
which Dr. Aston has been able to detect the devia km.
No doubt we shat} team more absut the pa: abilitiess in
due time. The positisn may be summarised in th as
terms: the atoms of 2:15 elements are built of hydrogen

amiss bmmd together, and pt'esumabiy have at one

time been formed from hyiirogeu; the interior of a
star seems as iiksly a place as any for the evolution
t0 have occurreﬁ; whenever it «did occur a great
yamcunt of energy must have been set free; in a star
a vast quantity of energy is being set free which is
hitherto unaccounted for. You may draw a conclusich if yen Eike.
If‘ indeed‘ the subatomic energy in the stars is
being freely use& to maintain t Heir great furnaces, it
seems t0 bring a iittle nearer to fulﬁlment our dream
of corttreiling this latent power for the welE-heing 0f
the human race-----or for its suicide.
_
So far as the immediate n
s at astronomy are
concerhei it is not of any great cor‘ﬂequence whether
in this suggestion we have a(ttuaiiy laid a ﬁnger on the
true. source of the heat.
It is sufﬁcient i‘F the dis"

N0.2653,yot.to6i
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cussiort opens our eyes it; the wider possibilities. ‘We
can get rid of the obsession that there is no ether coh—
ceivahie supply besides contraction, but we need rtct
again cramp ourselves by adopting prematureiy what
is perhaps a still wiider guess”
Rather we should
admit that the source is not certainly iiﬁQth, and seek
for any pussible astrtmsmical evidence which may help
{2 dehne its necessary character. One {rises of em—
dence of this kind may be worth menticnihg. It seems
clear that it must be the high temperature inside thf:
stars which determines the liberation of energy, as
H. N. Russel! has pointed gut (Pumas. Astw Soc. Paciﬁc,
August, 1919):
It so, the supply may come mainly
fmm the hottest region at the centre, 1 have already
stated that the general uniformity of the opacity 03"
the stars is much more easily intelligibie i: it depends
cm scattering rather than on true absorption; but it
did neat seem p(sssible t0 ‘(SSQnCiie the deduced. steliar
chacity with the theoreticai scattering coefﬁcient”
Within reasonable limits it makes no great diﬁereme
in our calculations at what parts of the star the heat
energy is supplied, arid it was assumed that it mmes
more or iess eveniy from ail parts, as wouid he the
case on the contraction thsory. The. possibility was
scarcely contemplated that the energy is supplied
entirely in a restricted, region round the": centre. Nuw,
the more concentrated the supply, the lower is the
spacity requisite to account fur the observed radiation,
1 have not made any detailed calcuiatitms, but it
seems possible that for a sufficiently concentrated
source the deduced. and the theoretical coefﬁcients
cﬂuld be made to agree; and them does not seem to
be any other way of accompiishing this, (ISOttvetseiyy
we might perhaps argue that the present discrepancy
0} the cueﬁicients shows that the energy supply is not
spread (mt in the way required by the contraction
hypothc—‘i , but belongs t0 some new source available
only at the hattest, central part Of the star.
1 should not be surprised if it is whispered that this
address has at times verged on being a little bit
stkécuiative; perhaps some Gutspsken friend may
bluntly say that it has been highly speculative from
beginning to end. I wonder what is the touchstsne
by which we may test the legitimate development of
scientiﬁc theory and reject th idly specuiative. W'e all
know of theories which the scientiﬁc mind instinctiveiv
rejects as iruitiess guesses; but it is diﬁicu t to specify
their exact defect or to supply a rule: which will show
us when we ourselves do err. It is Often supposed
that to speculate and to. make hypotheses are the, same
thing; but more Often they are opposed. It is when
we: let our thoughts stray outside venerable, but
sometimes insecure, hypotheses that we are said to
speculate. Hypothssis limits specuiation. Moreover,
distrust of speculation (siren serves as a cover for
inose thinking; wiid ideas take anchorage in our
minds and inﬂuence our outlook; whilst it is considered too specuiative to subject thsm t0 the. sc entiﬁc
scrutiny Which wouid exorcise themt
If we am not content with the dull accumulation of
experimental facts, if we make any deductions or
generalisations, if we seek for any t .6201“)! to guide us.
some degme of speculation cannot be avoided. Some
wiil prefer to take the interpretation which seems to
be indicated most immediately and at once adopt that

as art hypothesis; others will rather sesk t0 explore

and ciassify the widest possibihties which are not
definiteiy‘ inconsistent with the facts. Either choice
has it dangers: the first may be too narmv a view
and lead pxogress into a cuL-aie-sac; the second may
be so broad that it is useless as a guidﬁy and diverges
indeﬁnitely from experimentai knowledge. W’hen this
last case happens it must he cotmiuﬁed that the
kanIe-ﬁge is not yet ripe for theoretical treatment anti
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that speculation 1; prematuae. 1h'1'e time when spawn
1211:1110 theary 21nd obserVatioxml regea rah hwy protuably
go hand 1:1 hand is when1 e (1515 ibihnes, 01' at any
rate the probabilities, c311 hep 11211S‘U‘N-ﬁd down by
exysrhnem,az1d the 1heory can indicme the tesis by
which:the re111a111ing wr01125 paths may be blocked up
0116 by one
The mathematica1 physicist is in a position ofpecuhar diﬁ‘h’:1111‘V, He may work 01.11; the behaviour -)f .211
idea; medel of material VV1th speciﬁcahy deﬁned p10~
pexties, ubeyi no mathematicaly exact laws and $0
131‘ 1115 work isummpeachable. t is 110 more speculative than the hmomia: 12113018111.
But VVh€1 he
claims 11. serious interest ' his my, 'whf 11 he 3111
that his model 'is like son1013'1hi1'1g going 011 m Name,
he. inevitably begins. ta speculate. Is the 2112111212}?ch
really 1116: the idea} 111011131? May not other unknown
conditwns intervene?

He

cannot be sure, but he

cannot suppmss the cmnparison; 1'01 it is by looking
1.102111111111113; 10 Nature that he is guided in his chem:
of .1. subject.
A common 1211111 to which he 111131
01‘11311 plead gui‘ty, 13 to use 101 the comparisch data
over which the more experienced observer shakes his
head; they are two insecure to buiid extensively upon.
Yet even in this, theory may help observatitsn by
showing the kind of data which it: is especially

hm.1ortam ’10 improve.

1 think that the more idle kinds of speculation 11.113
be. avoided if the investigation is conducted from the
right point; of view. VV’hen the properties of an ideal
mode] have been worked, out by" rigorous mathematics,
ah the underlying assumptions being clearly under.stood, then it: becomes; p05; 11: to say that such~21nd—
such properties and laws 112.211 precisely to suchnand~
such effects. If any other d1sregarded factors are
present, they should now betray then1se1ves when 2.1
comparison is made with Nature. ihere is no need
for disappmntmeht at the fa111.11‘8 11511113 11106161 1'0 g e
permct agmemeht thh ohsexvatmh; it has setvedb 11::
purpose, for it has distin€111.9th what arePthe features
of the aoluai phenomena which require new cahdmons
for their explanation. A genera}. preliminary agree~
ment with 011513117211.th is 115 91:” ry, otherwise. the
model is hopeless; not th at it is .1ecessar1‘1v wrang so
far as it goes but11 has evidently put the less essen—
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1.131 prep
'1erties foremost. We have been puliing a: the
wrong end of the tangle, wh1ch has 10 be unravelied
by a t3"-11.15131'81'11."1pproach But after a general agree.
ment with abservation is established, and the tangle
begins; to 10051211, we should always make ready 101'
the next knot. l suppose that the applied mathematician whose theory has just 112 sed one 51111 more“:
stringent test by obs rvatiun ought nut ta) feel satis~
faction, but rather disappointmegm----- ““‘Uiled againi
This time. E had hi,pcd 10 ﬁnd
dis.(Oriance VVhich
wouid throw 11g11: 011 the points w'1e1e 111V model cnuld
be improved.” Perhaps that is a counsel of perieo
tiou; { own that I have never felt very keenly a
d§521ppointment 0- this 11111111
0111‘ model 01' Nature should. not 111‘ like a building
—a handsome structure for the populace to admire?
until 111 the course of time someone takes away
(:omernstone and the e511ﬁce cemes toppling down It
shouEd b1. like an cx1gir:e with movable parks We
heed 1101 ﬁx the 905111011 of any one lever; that is; 1:11 be
adjusted. from 111116 to time as 1' .9. latest observations
indicate. The aim of the theorist is to know the train
of wheels which the h:\761‘ sets 1.11 mmion—that binding
of tne parts which is the ;ou1 of 1111: e11gine
1:1 ancient days two 3171'atom: procured to themselves
wings. Daedaius ﬁeVV safel1y thzough the. middle air
across the sea, and wasduh! honoured011 his; landing
Young Icarus soared 11pwards towards [.18 sun umﬂ
the wax whtch hound his wings mated and £115 ﬂight
ﬁrmed 111 11.. .0.
In wmghing their achievemehts
perhaps them is some11hi111g 10 {1111 said 101' 10.211113 The
(:13ssic authorihes tell us that he was 011131 “domg a
stunt ’ but I prefﬁz to :hmk 0f h1m as them
111.211 wno
certamiy brought 1:0 ﬁght a c0115 trust(31121}. defect 111
the ﬁy‘h1g—111a1his1es of his day. SQ. 1‘01), in scienc
Cautious Daedaius will 2111pr his theories where he
feels most conﬁdent they will safely go: but 101,1 his
excess 01‘ 93.111.10.11 their hidden weaknesses cannot he
hmug‘ht to light. Icarus will strain his theories to the
breaking-poiht until the weak, 1011113 gape
For a
?pact1cu§ar stunt? Perhap» par;13'; he is Often very
human. But if he 13 net yet destmed to reach the
sun and sc-lve fer 2111 time the timing of it's c011.31111111011,
vet he may hope to 161m 110m 1115V§0ur11eV some hints
to 1111111121'1 better machine

Memoriai Tributes 1:121 Sir Narman Lockyer.
N Sir Norman Lack yer 1111: country loses; (me.of
th: most ardent supporters of science 111 his
time. As one who enjoyed his intimate friehd~
ship for more than half a (ternary, I Vvauld fain
add my personal contribution 1:0 the many ex—
pmssiohs Of regret and appreciation which thﬁ
loss is sure 1:9 call forth.
There never was 11 1112111 more ‘horough‘y 1m—
1111611 than he with
5412115113 Of the importance 131'"
the. tuitivation of science, 1101 oniy for 1‘15 own

sake. but also for the multitude 01 ways 111 whichﬁ
may he made '10 minister to the welfare of mam
kind

Though1113 hah made choice of astmnomy

21:; 211:; (awn ﬁeld of walk he was .10 men. speciah
151:, but kept his sympathy 111 touch with the
pmgress of science as a Whale, and worked,
harder than 111051; of his contemperaries k11e\1/,t0
-urthex‘ that progzess.
Sir Norman’s Vaunger
years as; 21 clerk111 the: War Ofﬁce, Whiie affording
111111 an insight 11110 the methods éf a Government
Department, furnished also :1 training 311 business
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hahits which Sﬁl'Vﬂd him in good stead through

later Eife.’1‘he secretarV'ship

0f

the

Duke

of

Devonshire’ s Comnussmn on 51:11:?tiﬁc mstruc‘ikm
10 winch :15; ayoung 1112111 he was 21111101111911, 1.111u‘oubt'edly gauze the 1111136 .15 that made him so
5411811110115 2111 adwxzate of a wider Ystcognition (:1.-r
the claims 0f 5011mm for a place 1.11 0111' educap
tianal and industnai ozgamsation This appoint
ment, by bri1’1g111g him 111.1) {16153011211 acquaintance
with the leading men of science of the day,
strengthahed 21nd widened his sV‘mpz1thies.()ne
Qt?h(— ﬁrr61‘ 2851113 of the expenence thus gamed
V1as :0 co11v111.Ce him of the need fm better teach
1110‘ of the rud1mcn:1; of science in our schools
He 321.W tha. 0116 of the ﬁrst requirements was
he pror 1113.11111 (31 gimme elementary 1122111585 011
13113

Eiffer13111 departments 0:" 1121mm} 1:.owledg6.

written .110: by mere hookmakers, hut‘0V the best
living authorities on the sew: 1‘21! subjects He
conﬁded to me the 51‘Cheme winch he 1121—2191! 11p, and
asked me to m-Gperate wrth h1m. It 50 h?.ppeneé
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